This paper de nes and studies an approximation algorithm for scheduling tasks with small communication delays on m processors. In a rst step, a schedule 1 for the problem instance with an unlimited number of processors is generated with a polynomial algorithm with relative performance bounded by 2(1 + ) 2 + , where denotes the ratio between the greatest communication delay and the smallest processing time. Then this solution is used to solve the resource con icts during the scheduling phase on m processors, with a rather unusual feature: a processor may remain idle even if some tasks are feasible in order to wait for a more important task. The schedule generated by this algorithm is proved to have an overall worst case performance 4 + 3 2 + ? 2 + 2 (2 + )m , improving the best known ratio 2 + ? 2 m .
Introduction
With the recent development of parallel architecture arised a new class of scheduling problems in which communication delays between di erent processors are considered. A precedence relation from task i to task j means that j needs data from i before being started. If these two tasks are not assigned to the same processor, a delay must be considered between the completion of i and the beginning of j to transfer the data. The aim is to nd a schedule that minimizes the makespan. We restrict our study to problems for which communication delay do only depend on tasks, and for which any two processors may communicate. Moreover, the problems tackled in this paper do not allow task replication.
Several theoretical studies are devoted to this kind of problems (c.f. the two surveys 1] 14]). From these results, it seems that problem instances for which communication delays are smaller than or equal to processing times (SCT tasks systems) are easier to handle. Unfortunately, Picouleau proved in 10] that such problems are still NP-hard, small though the communication delays are, and even on an unlimited number of processors.
However, approximation algorithms have been studied for these problems, most of them assuming unit processing times and unit communication delays (UET-UCT task systems). Generalizations of classical list scheduling algorithms 11, 4, 17, 16] , as well as clustering algorithms 18] have been proposed but they all perform quite as bas as possible in the worst case, especially if a great number of processors is assumed. Indeed, the performance ratio may be around 2 if there are enough processors for all tasks, and tends to be 3 on xed m processors. Section 2 presents SCT task systems and recalls the performance of usual list scheduling algorithms.
This paper generalizes to SCT task systems an approximation algorithm with a performance ratio 7 3 ? 4 3m that has been developed for UET-UCT in 8].
Section 3 presents an integer linear program that models the scheduling problem on an unlimited number of processors. A solution is then built from its continuous relaxation. The ratio of this solution to the optimal makespan is proved to be less than 2 (1 + ) 2 + , where denotes the ratio of the greatest communication delay to the smallest processing time.
In section 4, we introduce a new mechanism, called FS, that can be used in the classical list scheduling schema on m processors, that takes into account a part of the information provided by a given schedule 1 on an unlimited number of processors. The performance of this mechanism is then analysed in section 5 with respect to 1 . The rather new feature of this algorithm is that it allows some feasible tasks to be delayed in order to wait for a more important task. If denotes the performance ratio of the schedule 1 from which we start, then the relative performance of FS is bounded by 1 + ( (1 ? 1 m )). This allows us to derive the performance of this algorithm if 1 is computed according to the rst algorithm.
Preliminaries
This section presents the main features of the scheduling problems tackled in the paper, and recalls the main results on approximation algorithms for these problems.
SCT task systems
Let T be a set of n tasks with integral processing times p 1 ; . . . ; p n and let G = (T; E) be a directed acyclic graph.
An arc (i; j) models a data transfer from task i to task j, that must occur after the end of i and before j starts. The duration of this data transfer is assumed to be 0 if i and j are performed by the same processor, and a constant integral delay c ij otherwise.
The task system T (T; p; G; c) is said to be a SCT task system if communication delays are smaller than processing times: if the ratio = max (i;j)2E c ij min i=1...;n p i 1 Notice that usually SCT task systems are de ned by weaker conditions 1]. These weak condition are unfortunately not su cient to guarantee the Figure 1 reports the precedence graph (G; c) of the following SCT task system: task a b c d e f g h i duration 6 7 9 8 10 6 6 10 6 This paper tackles the problem of scheduling a SCT task system on m processors with a minimum makespan. m may be either an input of the problem or may be unlimited (i.e. at least equal to the number of tasks n), inducing two problems denoted respectively by m and 1 .
A schedule = (t; ) assigns a starting time t i and a processor i to each task i so that : Recall that even the problem 1 has been proven NP-hard, small though the ratio is. Hence approximation algorithms have to be developped for the two problems.
List scheduling
The most usual approximation algorithms used for scheduling problems on m processors, called list scheduling algorithms build a schedule with a greedy process, that schedules a new task at each iteration. When general communication delays are considered (not necessarily SCT), an extension of this schema has been proposed 17], called ETF (that stands for earliest task rst) that can be outlined as follows: While there remains an unscheduled task, the set of ready tasks R (the predecessors of which have been already scheduled) is computed. Then for each couple (i; ), i 2 R 2 f1; . . . ; mg, the earliest starting time of task i on processor denoted by e(i; ) is processed. Then the earliest starting time e = min (i; ) e(i; ) is determined and a task i for which there is a couple (i; ) with e(i; ) = e is choosed and scheduled at time e. Finally processor for which e(i; ) = e is assigned to i. ETF algorithm has been analysed in 17], and its performance for SCT task systems can be summarized as follows:
Lemma 1 Let T = (T; p; G; c) be a SCT task system with ratio . Let ! m (resp.! 1 ) denote the makespan of a schedule obtained by ETF on m processors, (resp. on an unlimited number of processors 3 An approximation algorithm for 1
In this section, we present an approximation algorithm for the problem allowing an unlimited number of processors 1 . This algorithm generalizes the one of 8] that was developped for problems with unit processing times and unit communication delays with a worst case relative performance 4 3 . Firstly, we show that 1 can be modelled by an integer linear programming problem LP. Then, we build a schedule 1 from a relaxation of LP and we prove its worst case relative performance.
Favourite successors
Let us now consider a SCT task system T and let 1 = (t 1 ; 1 ) be a schedule of this task system. Let i be a task. If the constraints are met, at most one of its immediate successors j satis es the following condition: t 1 j < t 1 i + p i + c ij ( ) Indeed, if there were another successor k for which this condition was met, assuming without loss of generality that t 1 k t 1 j , both k and j must have been performed after i on the same processor, thus k would be performed at least at time t 1 i + p i + p j . As j; k belong to a SCT task system, we have p j c ik , the contradiction. If ( ) is met, j is said to be a favourite successor of i in the schedule . Similarly, i is the only predecessor of j satisfying ( ). Hence it is called a favourite predecessor of i. Moreover if a task i has a favourite successor j and another successor k, we shall call j the favourite sibling of k with respect to i. 
A linear program
Conversely, any solution of the previous three sets of inequalities is a schedule.
Indeed, since the number of processors is unlimited, for any arc (i; j) 2 E, we can set 1 i = 1 j i t 1 j < t 1 i + p i + c ij (this implies that x ij = 0). The constraints on variables x ij make sure that at most one successor of i (resp. predecessor of j) is assigned to the same processor.(ie. j is the favorite successor of i).
Now, the makespan of 1 satis es :
So, the scheduling problem associated with an instance I 1 can be formulated by the following integer linear programming problem LP :
x ij 2 f0; 1g 8i 2 T; G 0 = G fendg where end is a ctitious node which is an immediate successor of any node of G, so that an arc (i; end) has a weight p i . The starting time of task i can be computed as follows: t 1 i is the maximum weight of a path ending by i.
So the di culty of the problem relies on the choice of the x ij values.
A relaxed solution of LP
If we relax every integer constraints x ij 2 f0; 1g of the integer linear programming problem LP by setting x ij 2 0; 1], we obtain a programming problem denoted by LP inf which can be solved in polynomial time. Let us denote by ! inf the makespan of the schedule of LP inf , and by x inf ij the values of variables x ij in this solution. As remarked previously, ! inf is equal to the maximum weight of a path of (G 0 ; z inf ), with for any arc (i; j), z inf (i; j) = p i + x inf ij c ij .
From inequalities (2:i) and (3:i), one can easily prove the following lemma :
Lemma 2 Every task i 2 T has at most one successor j such that x inf ij < 1 2 and at most one predecessor k such that x inf ki < 1 2 .
From lemma 2, we deduce that a feasible schedule 1 can be constructed by setting, for every arc (i; j), x 1 ij = 0 if x inf ij < 1 2 , x 1 ij = 1 otherwise, and then by computing the maximum weight of a path of (G 0 ; z 1 ), with for any arc (i; j), z 1 (i; j) = p i + x 1 ij c ij .
Upper bound on the relative performance of 1
We can now state the relative performance of 1 . Thus one can polynomially build an approximated solution for problem 1 . Notice that the structure of the linear program could surely be used to improve the e ciency of the algorithm (in terms of complexity).
FS: an approximation algorithm for m
The question from which we started the study of m was the following: if we are able to compute a good schedule of the task system on an unlimited number of processors, how this information can be used to help the scheduling algorithm on m processors? In this section we propose a new algorithm called FS based on the notion of favourite successor.
Algorithm description
The algorithm introduces a rather unusual feature in the ETF list schema: Indeed, a task that could be performed at a given time e may be delayed, thus eventually inducing idleness on a processor, in order to wait for one of its favourite siblings.
Let T be a SCT task system. Our approximation algorithm starts from any given feasible schedule 1 = (t 1 ; 1 ), and the associated favourite successors, predecessors and siblings as de ned previously.
We denote by FS the schedule build by the following approximation algorithm, by t i the starting time of any task i 2 T and by ! FS its makespan.
Let us assume that a partial schedule on m processors has been built, and let us denote by S the set of scheduled tasks, and by R the set of ready tasks, all predecessors of which have been scheduled. For any processor , let us denote by s( ) the rst date at which all tasks scheduled on are completed, and by l( ) the last task performed by in the partial schedule. The earliest starting time of a ready task k on a processor can obviously be computed as follows: e(k; ) = max(s( ); max i2? ?1 (k);i6 =l( )
Processor is said to be awake if task l( ) has a ready favourite successor ( ) such that : e( ( ); ) < s( ) + c l( ) ( ) As mentioned previously, the main feature of the algorithm is to delay some tasks if their favourite siblings can be performed within a short time. More precisely if processor is awake, and if j is a ready successor of l( ) such that j 6 = ( ), then let u j = max i2? ?1 (j) (t i + p i + c ij ) be the date at which j is feasible on any idle processor. If one of the two following condition is met, then j is not allowed at this step to be scheduled on before ( ) FS1: u j e( ( ); ).
FS2: u j < e( ( ); ) and there is a processor 0 6 = such that j is feasible on 0 before u j without restriction: e(j; 0 ) u j if 0 is awake, then j is not a successor of l( 0 ) or j = ( 0 ). This results in a modi ed earliest starting time denoted by e FS : e FS (j; ) = e( ( ); )+p ( ) if one of the previous condition is met, e FS (j; ) = e(j; ) otherwise. Notice that if condition FS2 holds for task j then e FS (j; 0 ) = e(j; 0 ). Now, the algorithm performs as usual, by computing the earliest execution date e = min (k; ) e FS (k; ) It then chooses a task i such that e FS (i; ) = e according to any priority list exactly like ETF. Now, unlike ETF, the choice of the processor to which i is assigned is not arbitrary: if possible a processor which is not awake is chosen.
These computations are repeated until all tasks have been scheduled. Figure 4 shows the FS-schedule of our example, using the favourite successors given by the schedule 1 depicted in gure 3. The construction of this schedule illustrates the main di erences between usual list scheduling and FS. Hence at this step, e FS (g; 2) = 26 and task i is choosed to be performed at time 18 on processor 3. Now at the next iteration, we still have e(g; 2) = 17 and e(f; 2) = 20. But now, no processor other than 2 can perform task g before time 19, so condition FS2 does not apply anymore, hence we get e FS (g; 2) = 17, and g is scheduled at time 17 on processor 2.
Basic properties of FS schedules
Let FS be a FS schedule of a SCT task system T . The analysis of the algorithm performance relies mainly on the number of idle periods during the schedule. We rst analyse the properties of a FS-schedule when some task is delayed according to one of the two conditions FS1; FS2.
Lemma 3 The three following properties hold:
1. Let e denote the starting time of the task scheduled at iteration . If a task j is delayed on processor at iteration using one of the FS conditions, then e u j . 2. If condition FS2 applies for j on processor at iteration and if no task k 6 = j is scheduled before u j on during the FS algorithm then j is scheduled before u j : t j u j .
3. If a processor is awake at iteration , then a task will be scheduled on in the interval s( ); s( ) + c l( ) ( ) ]. Proof 1. If condition FS1 applies, then e e FS ( ( ); ) = e( ( ); ) u j .
Otherwise, we have a processor 0 such that e e FS (j; 0 ) = e(j; 0 ) u j .
Hence (1) holds.
2. Several processors 0 may full ll the conditions. Let H be the set of such processors at iteration . If j is performed on one of these processors at iteration , then t j u j . If no task is scheduled on one of these processors at iteration k, then condition FS2 still holds for the couple (j; ) at iteration + 1, and we have H +1 = H . As a nite number of tasks can be scheduled before u j on other processors there will be an iteration at which one of this processors will compute a task. So we may assume that a task l is scheduled on a processor 0 2 H at iteration . Let H 0 = H ? f 0 g. If H 0 is empty then according to the FS rules, j cannot be anymore delayed on processor , and this will be true until j is scheduled. Hence it is processed before e(j; ) u j .
If H 0 is not empty then at time e(j; ) u j condition FS2 still applies to the couple (j; ) with H +1 = H 0 . So (2) holds.
3. Now, let us consider a processor which is awake at iteration . Task ( ) cannot be performed on another processor before s( )+c l( ) ( ) . Recall that s( ) denotes the last end of a task on , l( ) this last task, and ( ) its favourite successor.
Assume that no task is performed on during the interval s( ); s( ) + c l( ) ( ) ]. Then t ( ) > s( ) + c l( ) ( ) . Let 0 be the next iteration at which a task is scheduled after s( ) + c l( ) ( ) . From 0 de nition, ( ) is not yet scheduled. But according to FS rules, as is idle, we have e FS ( ( )) < s( ) + c l( ) ( ) . So ( ) would have been performed on processor during the interval, the contradiction.
As shown by our example, FS schedules do not necessarily schedule tasks following their execution times. We may have two consecutive iterations for which e > e +1 . However, the di erence between these two dates is rather small, and we can state the following property:
Lemma 4 Let j be a task, and be an iteration such that e > max 
Proof
Let us denote by r j the release time r j = max i2? ?1 (j) (t i + p i ) of task i. If this assertion was false, then at iteration , there would be at least one ready predecessor i of j. Let be the task scheduled at iteration .
As t i + p i r j , we would have at this iteration e(i; i ) + p i t i + p i r j < t . So if is scheduled instead of i, then i has been delayed on processor i using conditions FS1 or FS2. But according to lemma 3, the task scheduled at this step is scheduled before u i . Now, u i t i + p i . Indeed, either t i u i , or i has a predecessor performed on the same processor such that u i = t +p +c i . As t i t +p and c i p i from the SCT assumption, we get our property. Hence could not be choosed at this step.
The following lemma summarizes the relations beetween idleness and precedence relations in FS schedules.
Lemma 5 Let be a processor and t? ; t] a non empty time interval ( > 0) during which is idle.
1. Any task j started after t (i.e. such that t j t) has a predecessor i such that t i + p i + c ij t.
2. Moreover, if j is the next task performed on after t, then one of its prececessors i satis es t i + p i + c ij = t j and i 6 = . Proof 1. Assume that the rst condition is not met. Then u j < t.
Let denote, if it exists, the task performed by after time t, and s t ( ) denote the last end time of a task on processor before t (we set s t ( ) = 0 if no such task can be found).
Let be the rst iteration at which a task is scheduled after max(u j ; s t ( )). Let e be the starting time of this task (with e > max(u j ; s t ( ))). By definition, is not scheduled at the beginning of iteration , so that s( ) = s t ( ) t ? .
Moreover, by lemma 4, all predecessors of j have been already scheduled. So task j is ready and its earliest starting time e(j; ) max(u j ; s( )) < e . Hence the only reason for which e(j; ) was not chosen for the earliest date is that j has been delayed using conditions FS1 or FS2 on processor . But by lemma 3 the task scheduled at this step is processed before u j , the contradiction.
2. Let now j be the next task performed by after t. Let us consider the iteration at which j is scheduled. Notice that if e FS (j; ) > e(j; ) then j is not scheduled on at this iteration, since the favourite successor of l( ) is feasible before e FS (j; ) on . Hence we claim that at iteration , t j = e(j; ). As t j t > s( ), by de nition of e(j; ), there is necessarily a predecessor i of j such that e(j; ) = t i = p i + c ij .
Relative performance of FS
This section is devoted to the study of the worst case relative performance of FS. Firstly, we prove a general upper bound on the ratio ! FS ! opt . Then, we discuss its application to some particular schedules 1 .
Idleness
The worst case performance analysis of FS follows the same schema as Graham's proof. The aim is to give an upper bound on the number of idle slots that will depend on the schedule 1 from which favourite successors are derived.
Let be a processor, and t; s) a time interval. We denote by I t; s)( ) and we call ildeness of during t; s) the number of time units of t; s) during which is idle.
We call idleness of the schedule during the interval t; s) and we denote I t; s) the sum of idleness on all processors during t; s).
The following theorem analyses the relations between idleness of FS and 1 . Its proof, rather technical, is decomposed through several intermediate results.
Theorem 2 Let j be a task, and let t be the greatest integer lower than or equal to the starting time of j, for which there is an idle processor during the interval t ? 1; t]. If t > 0, then there is a predecessor i of j such that I t i ; t j ) (m ? 1)(t 1 j ? t 1 i )
Proof
By lemma 5, if t > 0, there is a predecessor i of j such that t i + p i + c ij t. We can assume without loss of generality that for any such task, t i + p i < t.
Otherwise, as t 1 j ? t 1 i p i , the theorem holds obviously (in the worst case at most m ? 1 processors are idle during the execution of i).
Recall that we can choose binary variables x ij that indicate wether i is the favourite predecessor of j in the schedule 1 . Let us consider s j = max k2? ?1 (j) (t k + p k + x kj c kj )
We de ne i such that s j = t i + p i + x ij c ij . We now consider two cases, depending on the relative situation of t and s j .
We shall denote by c max the maximum communication delay.
Case 1: s j t. In this case, s j = t i +p i +c ij , and t 1 j ?t 1 i p i +c ij . In order to prove the theorem, we prove that the sum of business of a subset of processors during the interval t i ; t) is at least t ? t i , so that at most (m ? 1)(t ? t i ) idle time units can be found in the interval t i ; t j ).
More precisely, this result will be obtained in general using a balancing property due to the SCT assumption that is stated in the following lemma: Lemma The proof of theorem 2 determines such a task l in order to apply the balancing lemma in di erent con gurations. Case 1.1: i is busy during the whole interval The result is straightforward. Case 1.2: a task k is scheduled on i after i with t i + p i < t k s j By lemma 5, k has a predecessor l such that t l + p l + c lk = t k . Applying the balancing lemma with s = min(t; t k ) shows that l and i are busy during s ? t i time units in interval t i ; s). As i is then busy between, t k and t we get the result. Case 1.3: no task is performed on i until s j + There may be again two subcases. If u j > s j , there is a predecessor l of j such that t l + p l + c lj > s j t. Hence as previously, applying lemma 6 to task l and s = t, we get our result.
If u j = s j then we necessarily have t j = u j = t, otherwise j would have been performed earlier on processor i . Let us consider the iteration at which j was scheduled. If e(j; i ) = u j , then there is another task l for which u j = t l + p l + c lj , so lemma 6 applies again to task l and s = t. Hence the sum of busy periods of i and l is at least t ? t i Otherwise, as e(j; j ) < u j then the only reason why j was not scheduled on processor i is that j has been delayed because i was awake. But then by lemma 3 we know that a task k is scheduled on i before t i + p i + c if(i) where f(i) is the favourite successor of i. As i is idle between i and k, by lemma 5 k has a predecessor l such that l 6 = i , with t l + p l + c lk = t k . Moreover t l = t k ? c lk ? p l t i + p i + c if(i) ? p l ? c lk t i + p i . Hence we can apply lemma 6 with task l and time t.
This proves the theorem when case 1 holds.
Case 2: t > s j .
In this case, by lemma 5, we know that u j t > s j Let us consider the task l for which t l + p l + c lj = u j . j is then the favourite successor of l, hence x ij = 1, so that t 1 j ? t 1 i p i + c ij .
In order to prove the theorem in this case, we prove that the sum of busy periods of i and l during the interval t i ; t) is at least t ? t i + t ? s j and that any other processor is busy during at least t ? s j time units. Hence the idleness of the interval t i ; t) will be at most (m ?1)(s j ?t i ), and thus we get the theorem.
A task k such that t l + p l t k s j is performed on processor l . Indeed, if l was idle at time s j , then considering the rst iteration such that e > s j , j would be ready by lemma 4, and as it is the favourite successor of l we would have e FS (j; l ) = s j , the contradiction.
There is a time s with t k s s j such that any processor 6 = l is either busy or idle but awake at time s.
Notice that task j is the favourite successor of l and that l was awake when k was scheduled: t l + p l + c lk > e(j; l ) = s j .
If k is a successor of l, then it is scheduled before the favourite successor of l on the same processor only if u k < s j , and if any other processor is such that e(k; ) > u k (this occurs only if is busy at u k ) or e(k; ) u k but is awake. We can then set s = u k .
If k is not a successor of l, then according to the FS rules, if possible a processor which is not awake is chosen to perform the current task. Hence as l was chosen to perform k, any other processor was either busy or idle but awake at time t k . Then we set s = t k . If is idle and awake at time s, then let be the last task performed on before s, and the task performed on after . From lemma 3 we deduce that t t +p +c max . Applying lemma 6 to task and time min(t; t ), we claim that is busy during at least min(t ; t) ? (t i + p i ) during the interval t i ; min(t; t )). Now according to the SCT assumption, if starts during the interval s; t) then it does not ends before t. So is busy during at least t ? (t i + p i ) t ? s j time units.
We now derive an upper bound on the whole number of idle slots in the schedule : Lemma 7 For every task j 2 T, I 0; t j (m ? 1)t 1 j . Proof
We prove it by induction on the maximum length l(j) (ie. the maximum number of arcs) of a path of G to node j.
If l(j) = 0, then j has no predecessor in G. So, by theorem 2 I 0; t j ) = 0. Let us assume that this inequality holds for any task i with l(i) k; k 0. Let us consider a task j with l(j) = k + 1. Then, if we consider the task i given by theorem 2, we know that l(i) k. Hence the induction hypothesis can be used for I 0; t i ) (m ? This theorem has the same structure as Graham's results on classical list-scheduling algorithms, except that is is not derived from bounds on the optimal makespan, but from an approximation of this bound. The following section discusses the in uence of the quality of 1 on the FS schedule.
Discussion
Let us assume that 1 If the solution 1 is the worst, then each task is performed on its own processor, and no favourite successor can be de ned. So ! 1 (1+ )! 1 opt . In this case, FS behaves exactly as ETF, and our result implies its performance, since the resulting ratio is 2 + ? 1 + m . Notice that is we use the solution given by the LP-heuristic studied in section 3 for 1 , we get the best known performance:
Theorem 5 There is a polynomial approximation algorithm for m with a worst case relative performance bounded by : 4 + 3 2 + ? 2 + 2 m(2 + )
In 8] we proved that this bound is tight for UET-UCT instances (for which = 1).
Conclusion
The approximation algorithm described in this paper is the rst known for scheduling SCT task systems on m processors with an asymptotic relative performance less than 2 + .
Further improvements of this algorithm should be obtained by studying the particular structure of the linear program in order to derive a low complexity algorithm to solve it.
More generally, the FS schema gives a way to use e cient approximation algorithms for the problem 1 , and improvements of the ratio 2 + 2 2 + can be reasonably expected.
However, we proved that the asymptotic worst case of such a mechanism is limited by the performance of list scheduling algorithms for scheduling dependent unitary tasks on m processors. So the development of good approximation algorithms for SCT problems is probably strongly related to the famous open question about the existence of approximation algorithms with an asymptotic performance less than 2 for the problem without communication delays.
An interesting extension of this work should be the study the e ciency of our algorithms on particular graph structures, like trees, for which approximation algorithms with an absolute performance of m?2 on UET-UCT task systems are known.
